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I. LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY GENERAL 

Dear Delegates, Organization and Academic Team Members, 

 

On behalf of Model United Nations Bilkent University, it is my absolute honor to welcome 

you all to our annual conference this January 2021. With our current circumstances, our 

conference will be held virtually, on Zoom where our teams will be working to assist you 

through each step of the conference. 

 

The beginning of this year marked a new milestone, one which we had to adapt to without 

much of a choice. All around the world, offices, academic institutions, and social functions 

have been put to rest upon the upsurge of COVID-19 cases across the globe. However, behind 

closed doors, and computer screens, policy makers along with specialists in this field worked 

to combat the virus's further spread. When everything was halted, diplomatic roles were not. 

It is in times like these where we witness the importance of policy making and governance. 

Model United Nations conferences aim at cultivating the diplomat within you. The caucuses 

allow you to convey your beliefs, within your country's policies, and formulate solutions 

together through means of diplomatic debate. 

 

Since the establishment of the Model United Nations Society in Bilkent University, we strove 

to uphold the values that the United Nations entails, diplomacy being the highest amongst 

them. Which is why, this year, despite the circumstances, I am proud to announce that 

MUNBU will be one amongst the few conferences which have committed to their message 

and maintained their annual conference, albeit virtually. 



 

Model United Nations, as I am sure anyone who has experienced it before, shapes you, and 

defines your views as you continue to move forward. So for those who have experienced it, I 

am very happy that you are here once again today, giving this experience another chance and 

allowing it to mold you into a more refined version of yourself. For those who are coming 

here for the first time, I promise you that our team will offer you the same experience that has 

been offered to those before you. One which will push you to become an individual integral to 

your society's development and prosperity. 

 

This year, our committees have been chosen not on the basis of future challenges, but rather 

they were specifically picked based on what we see today; pandemics, security threats, needs 

for social and economic reforms, and a call for stable regimes. It is now your duty to fill in the 

shoes of world leaders and diplomats and come up with the solutions which will allow us to 

move forward. 

 

We hope to welcome you all to our conference this January! 

 

And until then, stay safe  

Sincerely, 

Mona El Wali 

Secretary General of MUNBU'21. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

II. LETTER FROM THE UNDER-SECRETARY GENERAL 

Esteemed delegates, 

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to MUNBU’21. My name is Tolga Yeşil and this 

is my third year at Kadir Has University studying Law. I will be serving you as the Under-

Secretary-General of North Atlantic Treaty Organization I hope you will have both engaging 

and enjoyable debates while sharing your ideas with the committee. I advise you to find realistic 

and implementable solutions as the agenda item refers to rather critical issues and still has 

unanswered parts which the Alliance needs to be answered in order to move forward in the 

global security of its members. Also, please do not be limited to this guide as it has been 

prepared as a starting point for your research.  

I would like to thank dear Secretary General Ms. Mona El Wali for giving me this opportunity 

and for her kindness and patience. I would like to thank Deputy-Secretary General Ms. İdil 

Timuroğlu for her efforts, and the organization team for their hard work.  

I am looking forward to seeing you all. 

 

 

 

Best regards, 

Tolga Yeşil 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

III. INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMITTEE 

A. Aims and Objectives 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, also called the North Atlantic Alliance, is an 

intergovernmental military alliance between three of the five official nuclear-weapon states 

with the power to veto at the United Nations Security Council and other North American and 

European countries. NATO is a collective organization which aims to guarantee the freedom 

and security of its Member States through political and military means.  

 

1  

 

 

 

 

It provides a unique link between these two continents, enabling them to consult and cooperate 

in the field of defense and security, and conduct multinational crisis-management operations 

together. These countries pursue dialogue and practical cooperation with the Alliance and many 

contribute to NATO-led operations and missions. NATO is also cooperating with a wide 

network of international organizations.  

 

 

1 Figure 1: Logo, N. (2019). NATO Logo PNG Transparent & SVG Vector - Freebie Supply. [online] Freebie 

Supply. Available at: https://freebiesupply.com/logos/nato-logo-4/ [Accessed 29 May 2019]. 



It was established aiming deterring Soviet expansionism, forbidding the revival of nationalist 

militarism in Europe through a strong North American presence on the continent, and 

encouraging European political integration.2 

B. History (1945-1991) 

As the power of the Soviet Union spread to several Eastern European countries, there was 

concern among Western European countries that Moscow would impose its ideology and 

authority across Europe. The aftermath of World War II saw much of Europe devastated in a 

way that is now difficult to envision. Approximately 36.5 million Europeans had died in the 

conflict, 19 million of them civilians. In the German city of Hamburg alone, half of a million 

people were homeless. While that, Communists aided by the Soviet Union were threatening 

elected governments across Europe.3 

 

From the end of the Second World War in 1945, Western governments started reducing their 

defense establishments. In January 1948, British government spoke of the need for a “treaty of 

alliance and mutual assistance”, a defensive alliance and a regional grouping within the 

framework of the UN Charter. The United States agreed to provide military support for Europe 

if it gets united. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 NATO. (2019). A short history of NATO. [online] Available at: 

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/declassified_139339.htm [Accessed 29 May 2019]. 
3 Loc.gov. (2019). The Soviet Union and the United States - Revelations from the Russian Archives | Exhibitions 

- Library of Congress. [online] Available at: https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/archives/sovi.html [Accessed 29 May 

2019]. 
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The foundations of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization were officially laid down on 4 April 

1949 with the signing of the North Atlantic Treaty, more popularly known as the  

Washington Treaty. The Treaty is extremely laconic, containing only 14 articles, and even 

though it provides for in-built flexibility on all fronts, the original Treaty has never had to be 

modified. Collective defense is at the heart of the Treaty and is enshrined in Article 5.  

 

With the benefit of aid and a security umbrella, political stability was gradually restored to 

Western Europe and the post-war economic miracle began. New Allies started joining the 

Alliance, including West Germany in 1955. European political integration took its first hesitant 

steps. In reaction to West Germany’s NATO accession, the Soviet Union and its Eastern 

 

4 Figure 2: Wbur.org. (2019). After WWII, Europe Was A 'Savage Continent' Of Devastation. [online] Available 

at: https://www.wbur.org/npr/204538728/after-wwii-europe-was-a-savage-continent-of-devastation [Accessed 

29 May 2019]. 



European client states formed the Warsaw Pact in 1955. Europe settled into an uneasy standoff 

symbolized by the construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961.  

 

Lacking the hoped-for agreement with the Soviets, NATO members suffered internal discord 

when deployment began in 1983. The United States and the Soviet Union signed the 

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in 1987, eliminating all nuclear and ground-

launched ballistic and cruise missiles with intermediate ranges. This is now regarded as an 

initial indication that the Cold War was coming to an end.  

 

By this time, command economies in the Warsaw Pact were disintegrating. The Soviet Union 

was spending three times as much as the United States on defense with an economy that was 

one-third the size. The East German regime began to collapse in 1989, resulting to the fall of 

the Berlin Wall on 9 November 1989. The dissolution of the Soviet Union occurred on 26 

December 1991, officially granting self-governing independence to Republics of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics. 

 

 

C. Organizational Shift (1991-2019) 

NATO’s response to the Gulf crisis was called the Southern Guard; its mission was “to be ready 

to counter any threat that may develop in the Southern Region of Allied Command Europe as 

a result of the Middle East crisis.” The alliance was constituted to deal with a Soviet/Warsaw 

Pact threat; the actions of Iraq therefore brought a challenge of an entirely implications from 

them for NATO’s future - to help answer questions about the utility and purpose of the Alliance 

in the post-Cold War era. First, the article identified the threats that Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait 

posed to NATO, as seen from the perspective of the strategic thinking that was emerging within 

the Alliance in mid-1990. It then sketches the broad outlines of NATO’s response to those 



threats and describes the specific measure taken to counter them. It concludes with an 

assessment of the lessons to be drawn from this experience and their meaning for the future.5 
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The 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon 

demonstrated to the Allies that political disorder in distant parts of the globe could have terrible 

consequences at home. For the first time in its history, NATO invoked its collective defense 

clause. Substate actors - in this case, the al-Qaeda terrorist group - had used Afghanistan as a 

base to export instability to the industrialized world, adopting hijacked airliners as improvised 

weapons of mass destruction to kill thousands of civilians. 

 

 

 

 

5 Taylor & Francis. (2019). NATO and the Gulf crisis. [online] Available at: 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00396339108442593?journalCode=tsur20 [Accessed 29 May 

2019]. 
6 Figure 3: Leung, C. (2019). 9/11: Iconic images | Pictures | Reuters. [online] U.S. Available at: 

https://www.reuters.com/news/picture/9-11-iconic-images-idUSRTS20CLO [Accessed 29 May 2019]. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, a coalition of countries - including many NATO Allies - 

militarily intervened in Afghanistan in the fall of 2001. The goal of the mission, Operation 

Enduring Freedom, was to deny al-Qaeda a base of operations and to detain as many al-Qaeda 



leaders as possible. In August 2003, NATO took over command and coordination of the 

International Security Assistance Force. Meanwhile, NATO-Russia Council was established in 

2002 so that individual NATO member states and Russia could work as equal partners on 

security issues of common interest.  Terrorism in all its forms poses a direct threat to the security 

of the citizens of NATO countries, and to international stability and prosperity. It is a persistent 

global threat that knows no border, nationality or religion and is a challenge that the 

international community must tackle together. 

 

IV. WAR IN AFGHANISTAN 

A. 20th Century History of Afghanistan  

Entering the 20th century, the state of Afghanistan was starting to recover from “the Great 

Game”, a battle of influence over the regions of Central Asia and Afghanistan.7 The term 

refers to the Anglo-Russo conflicts over the aforementioned regions. During the Victorian 

Era, the European powers’ colonial ambitions grew each day as the newly industrialising 

nations required raw materials in mass quantities in order to feed the nations’ factories and to 

boost its mass production. As the quest to find more raw materials grew each day, the 

European powers started to brew conflicts between one another. One such conflict was 

happening between the Russian and the British Empires. As the British influence over India 

grew to the point of total dominance over the subcontinent, the Russian Empire seeked to 

expand into the nomadic frontier of its underbelly, Central Asia. After nearly a century of 

 

7  Anon, Great Game. Encyclopædia Britannica. Available at: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Great-

Game [Accessed January 6, 2021].  



wars between Russia aligned Persia and Afghanistan, the kingdom’s total size was cut down 

by nearly a fourth of its previous borders.8  

After the First World War, the newly throned King Amanullah started an invasion of the 

British India with an undeclared war. After the British subjugated Afghanistan in the previous 

century by restricting its sovereignty and power to establish diplomatic relations, the growing 

Afghan nationalism and calls for freedom were united as the King Amanullah launched an 

invasion towards their previously lost territories. After indecisive and inconclusive military 

operations, the British Empire failed to achieve a quick victory.9 This failure led to the 1919 

Treaty of Rawalpindi10 where Afghanistan was to retain its former sovereignty and diplomatic 

freedom while the British Empire was able to keep the border in their favour by reaffirming 

the Durand Line.  

After the successful Afghan independence, the country moved to westernize and abandon its 

political isolation caused by the British influence. The most notable events of the era were the 

European Tour of the Amanullah Khan, abolition of slavery, establishment of foreign 

relations with numerous European countries, secular and liberal education reforms, a modern 

constitution and equal rights for the people.11 Such rapid reforms and developments however 

created a reactionary backlash which resulted in the Afghan civil war. Headed by several 

tribal and religious leaders, the rebellious forces known as “saqqawists” were successful in 

deposing the king who subsequently was exiled to Italy. After the saqqawists victory in the 

 

8  Fromkin, D., 2017. The Great Game in Asia. Foreign Affairs. Available at: 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/south-asia/1980-03-01/great-game-asia [Accessed January 6, 

2021]. 
9  Anon, 2020. The 1919 War of Independence (or third Anglo-Afghan War): a conflict the Afghans started 

(and ended). Afghanistan Analysts Network - English. Available at: https://www.afghanistan-

analysts.org/en/reports/context-culture/the-1919-war-of-independence-or-third-anglo-afghan-war-a-

conflict-the-afghans-started-and-ended/ [Accessed January 6, 2021].  
10  Anon, 2020. Anglo-Afghan Treaty of 1919. Wikipedia. Available at: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Afghan_Treaty_of_1919 [Accessed January 6, 2021].  
11  Anon, 2020. Amanullah Khan. Wikipedia. Available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amanullah_Khan 

[Accessed January 6, 2021].  



civil war the country rolled back many of its initial reforms and was in favour of more 

moderate and slow-paced reforms.12 

After the subsequent civil war, the King Zahir Shah continued the slow-paced modernization 

of the country. Zahir Shah seeked to preserve national independence and sovereignty by 

creating nationalist feelings with gradual reforms and good relations with the United 

Kingdom. During the Second World War, Afghanistan vied to neutrality by not aligning 

themselves with the Allies of the Axis powers. This later had a positive effect on Afghanistan 

as it started to receive aid from both the Soviet Union and USA. The rivalry to draw 

Afghanistan into their own spheres of influences was most beneficial to Afghanistan as it was 

receiving international aid with no aligning factor whatsoever. Afghanistan by comparison, 

was the country with the most monetary and infrastructurally aided country during the Cold 

War by the Soviet Union.13 

During a royal visit to Italy, the Shah was peacefully couped by Daoud Khan, which resulted 

in the abolishment of the monarchy and the establishment of a new democratic regime with 

Daoud Khan as its president.14 

The coup and its reception varied as even though the population was with the Daoud Khan’s 

coup, this symbolised the return of a “strong man rule” to Afghanistan, which was not the 

case during the Zahir Shah’s years as he was playing a more backseat role in the reforms 

conducted by the appointed Prime Ministers. The coup resulted in the creation of an 

executively run presidential dictatorship with a one-party system while disbanding the 

parliament and the previous constitution. The coup was originally supported by the Soviet 

 

12  Anon, 2020. Afghan Civil War (1928–1929). Wikipedia. Available at: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afghan_Civil_War_(1928%E2%80%931929) [Accessed January 6, 2021].  

 
13 Oliker, Olga. "Historical Overview: 20th-Century Security Aid to Afghanistan Before the Soviet Invasion." 

In Building Afghanistan's Security Forces in Wartime: The Soviet Experience, 3-18. Santa Monica, CA; 

Arlington, VA; Pittsburgh, PA: RAND Corporation, 2011. Accessed January 6, 2021. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/mg1078a.10. 
14  Barfield, T.J., 2010. Afghanistan: A Cultural and Political History (Princeton studies in Muslim politics), 

Princeton University Press.  



Union due to the shared Socialist beliefs with Daoud Khan however the coup did not result in 

a socialist style government and instead turned into a one-man dictatorship.15 Because of this 

and many more reasons the international relationships fell apart and with the growing unrest 

within the country’s socialist groups, just five years later the Daoud Khan government had 

undergone a coup by the People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan in the Saur Revolution.16 

 

B. Soviet-Afghan War 

i. People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan regime 

On 27 April 1978, the People’s Democratic Party of Afghanistan instigated a revolution 

which saw the president Daoud Khan couped and later executed. The revolution, more known 

as “Saur Revolution”17 established a socialist regime with Nur Mohammed Taraki as its 

president. The country was met with sweeping reforms even more daring and progressive than 

the Shah Amanullah’s regime. The reforms begin with the introduction of state atheism and 

land distribution. As widespread education reforms were introduced to the country, the 

conservative and traditional values which were based on feudalistic nature were banned by the 

party. The reforms and progressive rights however did not resonate well with the rural 

traditionalist population since it was perceived alien in nature to the Afghan values. This 

backlash however was not taken lightly as the new revolutionary government was built 

around Leninist principles where political opposition was treated brutally. Between the 

revolution and the Soviet invasion approximately 27.000 political opponents were executed 

while nearly 100.000 upper/ruling class people were removed from the capital Kabul. This in 

 

15  Anon, Afghanistan - DAOUD'S REPUBLIC, JULY 1973- APRIL 1978. Available at: 

http://countrystudies.us/afghanistan/28.htm [Accessed January 6, 2021].  

 
16  Anon, Afghanistan - COMMUNISM, REBELLION, AND SOVIET INTERVENTION. Available at: 

http://countrystudies.us/afghanistan/29.htm [Accessed January 6, 2021].  
17  Ewans, M., 2002. Afghanistan: a short history of its people and politics, New York: HarperCollins, p:88.  

 



turn created a power vacuum which the PDPA was not able to fill. Because of lacklustre 

implementations of reforms and a bureaucratic collapse the regime was not accepted by the 

populace widely.18 

ii. The Soviet War 

As the Taraki regime continued to retaliate against the anti-reformists in the country such as 

Mollahs and the old feudal intelligentsia, it also suppressed opposition within the party with 

open violence towards the party dissidents. Mainly the Parcham faction who were opposed to 

the extreme lengths the Taraki regime, known also as Khalq, were going in order to establish 

these symbolic reforms. As the tensions grew between two groups, the Taraki regime would 

try to secure multiple deals and treaties regarding security. The union however was reluctant 

to the Afghan government as Brezhnev told them to slow down on the repression and reforms 

in order to establish a broader base of support.  

As the country started to destabilize more and more each day due to the constant opposition to 

the government, a real danger to the state itself such as an uprising or a rebellion had not 

occurred. This was until March of 1979 where some disunited group of Islamist known 

collectively as the Mujahedeen organized an uprising in Herat. Taraki’s Party General 

Secretary Hafizullah Amin repressed the uprising and was becoming the strong man in Kabul. 

As his power increased, Taraki wanted to dispose of Amin as he was seeing him as a threat to 

his position. However after a failed assassination attempt to Amin made by Taraki, he 

immediately gathered the support of the officers and with their support executed Taraki on 

October 1979. With this move Amin became the president and the leader of the country. This 

development was not received positively as unlike Taraki whose loyalty was to the Soviets, 

Amin’s loyalty was unknown and a possible threat to the Soviets. This however could not be 

 

18  Wadle, R., 2018. Afghanistan war: a documentary and reference guide, Santa Barbara, CA: Greenwood, 

an imprint of ABC-CLIO, LLC.  

 



further than the truth as Amin was a staunch supporter of the Union as a harsh Stalinist. These 

facts were however not deemed important enough as his execution of Taraki, which was 

against what the Soviets wished, had already put him on the death row. After multiple failed 

assassination attempts, Soviet Union decided to put him down with a coup d’état.  

The intervention began on 25th of December 1979. The Soviet 40th army crossed the border 

and steadily moved within the country. Amin’s position was starting to get bombarded with 

artillery. During these attacks Amin stated that the Soviet government would arrive to help 

them and that this was not orchestrated by the Union. After an assault into the building Amin 

was killed and replaced by Babrak Karmal.  

The invasion was viewed with horror and a sense of threat as the various states and 

international organizations condemned the attack such as a UN protest of Soviet invasion. The 

invasion however did not create the pacification the Soviets would hope for. The presence of 

foreign soldiers in mass numbers instigated patriotism and nationalism among the already 

suppressed population. As numerous small uprisings started to occur the Karmal government 

charged the 40th Soviet army to suppress and pacify the revolts as his army was proving to be 

untrustworthy.  

The invasion forces of the 40th army controlled most of the cities, railroads and other strategic 

locations while the Mujahideen was operating mainly in the countryside where they waged 

Guerrilla Warfare against the government and Soviet forces.  

After 9 years of war against the Mujahideen by the Soviet forces, on 15th of May 1988 the 

withdrawal phase for the Soviet soldiers began. After years of bombardments, constant war on 

the countryside and repression nearly 6 million people fled the country to neighbouring states 

such as Pakistan and Iran. Between half a million to two million Afghan people were killed 

during the 9 years of war. After the Soviet withdrawal, the civil war continued between the 

Mujahideen and the Communist regime who subsequently lost.  



iii. Post Soviet War Afghanistan 

The power vacuum left after the Communist regime’s collapse was filled with various 

Mujahideen factions who started infighting and a second civil war in the country. The 

continuing civil war was dominated by “Taliban”, meaning the students, who graduated from 

Madrassahs in Pakistan. Entering the year 2001, Taliban controlled 90% of the country and 

was in control of Kabul. With these developments Taliban announced themselves as the 

legitimate government of Afghanistan as an Islamic Emirate. This however was not received 

well by the international communities as the strict interpretation and execution of Sharia law 

and harsh repression distanced themselves with the remaining World.  

After the attack on World Trade Towers on 11th of September 2001, the al-Qaeda leadership 

seeked refuge in Afghanistan as Taliban’s guests. The prime suspect of the attack Osama Bin 

Laden was within this group as well. After American demands to hand over Bin Laden was 

not met, the United States Government with the help of multiple other states invaded and 

routed the Taliban government who escaped back into Pakistan. After the defeat of Taliban an 

Afghan Interim Government was formed under Hamid Karzai which was assisted militarily 

by the NATO-led International Security Assistance Force, of ISAF for short.  

 

C. Establishment of International Security Assistance Force 

i. ISAF jurisdiction and mandate 

led International Security Assistance Force is a military assistance force established by the 

United Nations Security Council and led by NATO. In its first iteration its main task was only 

regarding the security of the capital, Kabul. However, as it became obvious for the transitional 

government to take control of the country would take time, the operation range and its 

mandate was extended by the Security Council with a unanimous vote. The assistance force’s 

main mission is to bring stability and root out the Taliban and other terrorist organizations 



from Afghanistan. The task force has capacity to conduct military operations, infrastructural 

or civil operations as well as counter-insurgency matters. The force was assisting the Afghan 

government to retain control over the country while conducting their own operations as well. 

This however created a division between the force member states as some took fully 

operational roles in the warfare some wanted their involvement in limited capabilities. There 

were also member states only present because of their NATO membership or to maintain 

good relations with the USA. Regarding its funding, United Nations Security 

Council established that the expense of the ISAF operation must be borne by participating 

states. For this purpose, the resolution established a trust fund through which contributions 

could be channelled to the participating states or operations concerned and encouraged the 

participating states to contribute to such a fund. 

 

ii. Operational Expansions 

The operational expansion capability of the Force in its creation was not authorized beyond 

the borders of Kabul. Seeing the task force required to be more involved in the fight to 

establish an Afghan government, the United Nations Security Council voted to extend the 

capabilities of ISAF. After the expansion was agreed upon, the force’s personnel and combat 

soldier numbers started to rise. In its first stage, the force consisted of 5000 troops contributed 

from thirty different countries. With the expansion allowed, ISAF created a four staged plan 

regarding the expansion. First stage was to expand ISAF to the North of Afghanistan. At the 

end of Stage one, ISAF was able to secure the north of the country which included nine 

provinces of Afghanistan.  

The second stage was westwards expansion. This operation resulted in the doubling of 

territory controlled by ISAF and the Afghan transitional government. Nearing the end of this 

operation, the ISAF personnel number more than doubled as it reached 22.000 by the end of 



2005. The third stage was taking over the command of the southern territories. During this 

stage, the North Atlantic Council gave a final authorization to assist the Afghan government 

to establish security throughout the entire country. This stage of the plan was the hardest and 

most dangerous one as Taliban insurgency activities were more volatile and active within the 

southern part of the country. Due to these reasons and because of the expansion NATO-ISAF 

personnel numbers increased once again to 32.000, which was still not enough to effectively 

cover the country. 

In the final stage of the plan, stage 4, ISAF took over the eastern parts of the country from the 

US led coalition in October 2006. With this action while the USA continued to conduct its 

own operations ISAF was effectively in charge of the situation with over 30.000 military 

personnel.  

iii. Civilian reconstruction attempts 

As ISAF continued its military offensives and security, in order to not further de-legitimize 

the Afghan transition government under Hamid Karzai, the force was advised to deal no 

collateral damage and cause any civilian casualties. After ISAF partially secured the country, 

in 2004 a constitution was adapted which saw Afghanistan to become an Islamic Republic. 

Since the start of the Operation Enduring Freedom, which was the umbrella name USA gave 

to their global operations regarding War on terror, nearly five million Afghans were 

repatriated to their country. With foreign help and partial security provided by ISAF the 

Afghan government was able to introduce democratic institutions. One of the biggest 

achievements of this was the peaceful transition of power in 2014 after the first presidential 

election where Karzai gave the presidency to Ashraf Ghani which was the first democratic 

and peaceful power transition in the Afghan history.  

 

 



iv. Withdrawal 

ISAF was disbanded in December 2014, leaving 16.000 personnel to assist its successor 

organization Resolute Support Mission.  

As ISAF was more about fighting directly against the Taliban by NATO forces until 

Afghanistan developed would be able to conduct its own operations, RS mission is more 

about training, advising and assisting the Afghan army against in its own fight. As the focus 

shifted from direct flights to advising and training, NATO’s personnel numbers also started to 

drop. Originally starting with 16.000 personnel, the number drops each year. With this shift as 

well, the American operational outlook has changed too. The Operation Enduring Freedom 

was deemed a success, as it neutralized Osama Bin Laden, the program changed into 

Operation Freedom’s Sentinel.  

v. Current Situation 

Entering 2021, after nearly 45 years of unrest, 41 years of war and more than two decades of 

civil war, a possible peace deal might become a reality as at the beginning of 2020, the US and 

Taliban reached an agreement to reduce violence and enter peace talks in turn for US 

withdrawal from Afghanistan. Initially, USA is to withdraw from Afghanistan completely by 

May of 2021 and in turn for this action Taliban pledged to reduce its violence and enter peace 

talks with the Afghan government to end the ongoing civil war. While this agreement was 

accepted by both sides, the Afghan government was not present during this meeting. This 

resulted in a disagreement regarding the prisoner exchange policy agreed by the US and 

Taliban. The opposition to enact one of the agreed clauses made Taliban more volatile than it 

has ever been as there was an instant spike of terrorist actions, over 4500 attacks were made to 

the Afghani security forces and Afghanistan suffered one of its most bloody years as it lost 

more than 900 people. Because of these developments, the House of Representatives in the 



USA voted for the National Defense Authorization Act to further delay the US army 

withdrawal.  

Now in Doha, Afghan government and Taliban entered peace talks by 2020 September. The 

second meeting for the peace talks are also planned to commence in January 2021. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EXAMPLE COMMUNIQUE: 

 

Brussels Summit Declaration issued by the Permanent Representatives in 

the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Brussels 14-15 December 2019 

 

 

North Atlantic Council Representors Final Communique 

 

 

 

Since the cold war, Russia’s attitude on Baltic countries has been threatening and we are 

fully aware of the challenges it can create today as it did in the past. In order to make sure 

that NATO will act swiftly and firmly to protect the latter in case of a Russian aggression, it 

approves this communique that includes a comprehensive and coherent package of necessary 

measures which is purposed to serve the organization against the previously stated threat.  

 

The solutions that have been written strengthens the Baltic states borders, to make more 

exercises in order to get ready for a possible attack and also manages the issue of minorities 

and the difficult communication system has become more basic.  

 

This communiqué includes actions in order to tackle the Baltic security via sea, air and 

ground.  

 

The written solutions have long-term effects on the current situation of the Baltic Region. The 

solutions tackle the issues of security, communication and disinformation on minorities. 

 

 

 

 



1-  We as the member states of NATO have decided that a joint exercise needs to be held 

since it is necessary to have exercises on possible conflict zones due to a possibility of 

an aggression from Russia directed to the Baltics, endangering the security within the 

area. We highly encourage establishing organized military exercise operation which 

will have the same format as Trident Junction drill that was held in Norway in 2018 

with the participation of air forces, land forces, naval forces, special operation forces 

and amphibious forces. In the Trident Juncture II which will be held but in Baltic 

countries in 2020, we will be increasing the numbers of staff such as not limited to 

International Military staff and Allied Command Operations (ACO). 

 

2- The NATO Maritime Group is expected to provide military ships, submarines and 

aircraft carriers from the SNMG1 in order to keep the Baltic Region seacoast security 

line in case of possible aggressions that could occur from the Russian Federation. The 

marine group will be situated from the northern borders of Estonia and throughout 

Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Sweden and Finland.  

 

3- The air security of the Baltic region is a crucial priority in order to take action in this 

issue. We will support the with NATO anti-aircrafts that are responsible of the Baltic 

regions air security issue will be increased when necessary and the tech in the aircrafts 

will be improved with the cooperation of Finland and Sweden. 

 

4- We encourage the NATO member States to establish a partnership intelligence 

programme to be established in order to boost the NATO states’ capability to analyse 

cross-cutting issues in the Baltic countries especially Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, 

Poland and Denmark. This will be done by using the private communication lines 

which will be established. These lines will help the countries to access shared 

information and intelligence within the Baltic region easier. This will assist the 

member states’ personnel and military officials’ security, whom are situated in the 

region, and enhance the operational capabilities of the personnel.   

 

5- We as the member states of NATO are aware of the fact that information and 

propaganda plays a huge role within the 21st century. In order to repel the Russian 

attacks against the Russian disinformation on minorities, we will create a department 

since the matter being a crucial threat against Baltic countries. To fight with this, we 



as NATO will establish a department which will look upon the information and 

propaganda by outer forces that could damage the integrity of the Baltic Nations. The 

department will operate within the Baltic region and its personnel will be assigned by 

NATO’s Political Affairs and Security Policy Division. The department will work in 

areas of preventing misinformation and fighting against dispropaganda. The 

department will work on the analysis of Russian studies directed towards the Baltic 

region, it will work on statistics and studies of the region and do further publish 

regarding the situation. The department will be called Baltic Security Initiative 

Program. 

 


